
Restaurant shutdowns, new suppliers and dire product shortages during
peak seasons like October, November, December (OND) are forcing businesses 
like yours into reactive inventory decisions that are not always profitable. 
Recent supply chain disruptions have taught a vital lesson:  Business
resiliency MUST be a top technology priority going forward.  

Better service levels, sales and revenue – at the 
lowest investment. 
Blue Ridge Supply Chain Planning (SCP) solutions create 
resilience by delivering early, accurate insights into threats 
and opportunities.  

Cut costs through buying efficiencies, smarter supplier 
negotiations and optimized inbound freight operations. 
Reduce risk around lead times on import vintages and 
liquors. And reduce overstock, especially on short shelf-life 
items like craft beers and mixers.

When you don’t know what you don’t know, a 
great deal of new profit potential goes untapped.  
Blue Ridge Pricing Optimization Management solution uses 
machine learning to continually refine prices, strategically 
shape demand to increase sales, and elevate your market 
position.

Monitor competitive threats. Calculate the outcome of 
a potential price change. Grow margins deep into the 
assortment, across channels, locations and even by 
customer. Quickly fix overpriced items that threaten sales. 
Identify underpriced items that leave margin on the table.

Want +99% Service Levels with  
Less Inventory, Even During Your OND?

Wine and Spirits Distribution Solutions

Build Your Tolerance to Disruption Get Agile with Pricing 

• 98% forecast accuracy 

• 99%+ service level maintained 

• 25% inventory reduction

• 20%+ overstock reduction post-COVID

The Yield is Impressive



Companies Big and Small: Leaders And Up-and-Comers

Blue Ridge’s LifeLine team puts actual humans on your specific 
challenges. White glove industry guidance focused on rapid, 
friction-free results. Blue Ridge Is Not A Big IT Project because: 

Wine and Spirits. It’s Our Wheelhouse.

24/7 Support 
& Monitoring

GO LIVE in
90 Days

ZERO Failed 
Implementations

Easy Ramp-Up. Continuous Value. Resilience Guaranteed. “

“

- Gary Keimach,  
Martignetti Companies

Blue Ridge’s unique LifeLine 
team provides opportunities 
for continuous improvement 
by monitoring our key 
performance metrics to 
uncover opportunities and 
risks, assuring sustainable
bottom-line results.

Flexible and configurable suite of Planning and Pricing 
solutions to meet your unique goals and processes. 

App-like simplicity means fast, frictionless ramp-up. Jump in 
where you need to; add components on your terms. Not ours.

Rich Demand Planning Capabilities + Data-Driven Pricing Tools, Made for Now

Achieving a resilient supply chain sits at the intersection of demand, price and inventory – where your customers, suppliers 
and your operations meet. Blue Ridge artfully blends these disciplines in the cloud to accelerate market responsiveness, 
shape demand and optimize profitability on every item, every customer, everywhere.

The Perfect Pairing

Build Your Planning and Pricing Suite

www.blueridgeglobal.com


